
Effortlessly Collect and Monetize Visitor Details
Of all the visitors that come through your doors every day, only a fraction leave any trace.
While some may enter contact details into your sales system, many more simply pass through.
Businesses have no way to engage again, leaving many to simply fade away.   

Industry statistics show that more than 60% of visitors never return.

Merchants need visitors to share their contact details so they can be encouraged to come back.
They need an easy-to-install system that attracts customers and makes it quick and easy for
them to provide their names, emails, and even birthdays. Once collected, this data should
automatically flow into other systems to drive repeat business to companies of all sizes.

Grow Your Customer List with Boost WiFi

Adding Boost WiFi to Hownd is a proven way for businesses to monetize customer visits. 
With this integrated solution, merchants provide guests with free Wi-Fi in exchange
for their contact details. It combines Wi-Fi access point hardware with a landing page
and data collector to gather visitor information and automatically transfers it into Hownd 
for immediate and ongoing follow-up.

By adding Boost Wi-Fi to Hownd, merchants create a seamless solution for automatically 
driving repeat visits. 



Guests will like having uninterrupted internet access while visiting your location. You’ll value 
learning more about the people passing through your doors and the ability to automatically
monetize that data. Collect valuable visitor information, including names, emails, phone 
numbers, and birthdays, and follow-up with offerings that are simply too good to ignore.

Swap Free Wi-Fi for Customer Data

Keep Them Coming Back

Simple to Set Up: Use Bundled Hardware or Leverage Your Own

Easy Logins Through Facebook

Reconnect with Mesh

It’s great to have visitors today, but what about tomorrow, next week, and next month?
Keep your customers coming back for all the best you have to offer by staying fresh in their
minds, inboxes, and social feeds. Send automated bounceback promotions after each visit
to generate the repeat foot traffic your business needs.

Don’t have Wi-Fi access points yet? No problem! Boost WiFi can include pre-configured
access points to make deployment simple. No matter the size of your facility, we can get 
you covered.

Already have a customer Wi-Fi network deployed? Perfect. Boost WiFi can easily be deployed
on your existing access points, including those from Ubiquiti, Cisco Meraki, Aruba and Ruckus.

No one wants to fill out a long form just to get online. The option to connect via Facebook
means your guests can quickly get started while still sharing their key details.   

When visitors return, they are automatically reconnected to your network. After 90 seconds, 
their visit is registered so that you can better track repeat foot traffic and reward your most
loyal customers.

Learn More!
Discover how Hownd can effortlessly drive the sustainable foot traffic you need to grow!

Contact Hownd today and schedule a demo to learn more.

50% of Merchants Say Free Wi-Fi 
Leads to More Customer Spending!  


